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Abstract. In this article we consider requirements to visualization of semantic properties of programs appearing in the reengineering process when use of hierarchical ordering is an appropriate way to visualize the information of interest. We consider two algorithms of graph placement that implement geometrical inclusion of object hierarchy. They use (non)slicing floorplan techniques that is being actively developed in VLSI design domain. Some illustrating examples are given.

Introduction

Maintenance of complex legacy software is a well-known hard problem that requires a lot of resources. Any activity in this area, such as reengineering, refactoring, or retargeting, begins with code analysis and understanding. Roughly speaking, it consists of the following basic steps:

1) identify objects of interest;
2) attribute the objects with appropriate information;
3) detect relationships between the objects;
4) identify sub-systems of the entire system in order to enforce divide-and-conquer approach.

All this knowledge should be stored in some sort of repository, that provides model-based access to object information. The precision of the analysis may depend on the overall objectives and/or computational resources.

Program reengineering most often is partially automated and requires user interaction [19]. Therefore there should be some means to visualize the information from the repository. Naturally, objects and relationships can be represented in a form of a graph [12]. There exist many both common-purpose and specialized graph drawing packages for software visualization [2, 8]. The graph layout methods that are used in these packages may be categorized as follows:

1) algorithms of tree visualization [14];
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2) layered placement algorithms [18];
3) force-directed or spring placement algorithms [10].

However, the usability of these methods significantly varies depending on the kind of graphs. In particular, the scalability is of very high importance: a method must be reasonably effective for extremely large graphs [2, 11]. Thousands lines of program code can lead to millions of objects and relationships to be analyzed. Recently developed hierarchical methods of graph layout and visualization seem to open a promising way to the solution of this problem.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in the first section we briefly consider graph editor BEDit which is currently used in our reengineering system\(^1\). Next we discuss some issues that need to be addressed for visualization of hierarchical relationships. Finally we consider two algorithms of graph layout that realize hierarchy as geometrical inclusion. They use both slicing and non-slicing floorplans techniques that are actively used in VLSI design. Some illustrating examples are given.

1. BEDit

Although the textual representation of the source code is its dominating representation, there are a number of cases when graphical representations may make it more understandable. Among typical examples are flowcharts, call graphs, etc. The BEDit graph editor was implemented for visualization of objects and relationships. Some textual information can be associated with them.

The following criteria were taken into consideration for the choice of the placement algorithms:

1. In the context of reverse engineering graphs help the user in comprehension of the source code structure. Hence one of the most important criteria for evaluation of the quality of visualization is readability of representation. Recent research has shown that the main factor which influences the readability of representation is the number of edge crossings [16].

2. Usually the source code is maintained and modified, and graphs are generated on user demand. For this reason, graphs should be generated rapidly, in order to reduce the user waiting. The requirement of interactivity imposes serious restrictions on algorithm efficiency. So, our attention should be primarily paid to the time consumed by layout algorithms.

\(^1\)HyperCode, HCCallie, HCParagraph are components of this system [19].
3. There is no need to provide stability of visualization: minor changes in the source code may lead to generation of a completely different representation.

Basically a link between two objects is represented by an edge connecting corresponding boxes. The input format of BEDit is xml-based and looks as follows:

```xml
<Diagram ...>
<Boxes>
  <Box ID="main#group" Left="1" Top="1" Width="29" Height="23" .../>
  <Box ID="B1" Left="2" Top="2" Width="5" Height="5" .../>
  <Box ID="G1" Left="2" Top="8" Width="27" Height="17" .../>
  <Box ID="B2" Left="3" Top="15" Width="5" Height="5" .../>
  <Box ID="B3" Left="14" Top="9" Width="27" Height="17" .../>
  <Box ID="G2" Left="3" Top="9" Width="10" Height="7" .../>
  <Box ID="B4" Left="4" Top="10" Width="8" Height="5" .../>
</Boxes>
<Edges> ... </Edges>
</Diagram>
```

The algorithm [18] was adapted to be used in the reengineering environment. A new algorithm realizing a kind of layered drawing was developed for layout of mostly acyclic graphs.

The algorithm consists of the following steps:

1) identification of an acyclic graph, distribution of nodes by levels, and detection of the base trees;
2) layout of spanning trees and sorting of nodes at the same level;
3) reduction of the occupied space and correction of placement of nodes at each level;
4) correction of the placement to fit box sizes;
5) layout of edges.

Our algorithm pays more attention to the initial placement of the spanning tree than the classical algorithms do. This allows us to reduce in advance the number of edge crossings and hence to reduce the time consumed by the following phases of the algorithm.

Sorting of nodes at each level is done by the barycentric method [7]. The initial tree layout, together with sorting of nodes, is a good approximation to the desired result and significantly improves convergence of the iterative barycentric process.

When the placement and sizes of nodes are fixed, we minimize the number of edge crossings. Since we consider only the orthogonal edges, the problem can be reduced to the graph coloring problem. This problem is
NP-complete and we used a heuristic algorithm [4]. An example of using of BEDit that shows dependencies among program modules of a legacy system is given on Figure 1.

2. The use of geometrical-inclusion representations in program understanding

In the process of program understanding [5], we consider a program as a collection of related entities that have appropriate attributes. This is similar to the usage of the well-known model of entity-relationship diagrams (ERD). The model was adapted for the visualization purposes in the following way:

1. The relationship of nesting was introduced. It reflects the syntactical hierarchy of program constructs.

2. The formal model was enriched with a textual representation of objects so that the objects of the model become attached to the syntactical constructs that represent the objects.
3. The model was extended to provide for the abstract types and inheritance mechanism. This allows for definition of type hierarchy. For instance, the “statement” type may have descendants types “conditional statement”, “assignment statement”, etc. which inherit statement’s attributes and relationships.

We used the geometrical-inclusion representations in the form of floorplans (see the definition in Section 3). Before their description, we give some examples arising in reengineering and program understanding.

2.1. Syntactical nesting

First of all, floorplans may be used to represent the syntactical construct nesting. Usually the tree-like representation is used for this purpose: a program is presented as a set of trees, each root corresponding to a module or file, which constitute the program. Although such representation may have a considerably lower level of details as compared to the full abstract syntax tree, it still may be over-detailed. So in some cases it may be useful to restrict the set of displayed types, for example, to display only calls, conditionals and procedures.

In this case, the use of a floorplan instead of a tree-like representation may result in a more compact general view of a program. For example,

1. Synchronization of this representation with the source code may ease the location of the search construct.

2. The color of conditionals may vary depending on the number and depth of nested conditionals. That may give the average and maximum estimates of the program complexity.

3. A similar coloring of floorplans allows visual estimation of other measurable characteristics, such as the frequency of certain variables in different procedures, or location of input/output operations, etc.

2.2. Data visualization

One of the most frequently investigated program objects are data and their declarations [6, 9]. In this case the tree-like representation reflects the data type rather than data organization. Even not considering dynamically allocated data, pointers, etc., one may find examples where the data declaration structure differs from their physical allocation. The constructs like union in C, REDEFINE in COBOL, etc., impose different types on the same memory location. When this feature is used not for realization of different logical variants, but for different access to the same memory location, the user needs to know the exact allocation scheme. Here, the exact correspondence of data element sizes to visual representation sizes may be unnecessary and
even undesirable. More important is a clear presentation of the mutual location of data elements: for example, one element is an exact subelement of another, or they have exactly the same location, or they intersect.

In the COBOL language, there are several sources of dependencies between variables. First of all, this is the mechanism of `REDEFINES` which allows us to overlay several data structures with different names (see Figure 2). In case of such overlay, i.e. when the structure `A` is declared as `A REDEFINES B`, any modification of a field of one structure implicitly changes some field of the other one. Moreover, since both the size and the structure of `A` and `B` may differ, an assignment to a single field of `A` may affect several fields of `B`. The dependencies between variables from `A` and `B` are determined based on the intersection of the corresponding memory locations.

In the case of statically allocated memory, it would be natural to represent the inclusion relationship using the floorplan, and the `A REDEFINES B` relationship — by edges over it. The second kind of relationships may also be reflected by positioning of boxes in the floorplan: alternatives should be displayed in parallel, side by side.

Another source of data flow are `COMPUTE` and `MOVE` statements. They differ in the sort of induced dependencies between the arguments and the result. If complex data structures appear on both sides of the assignment, the `COMPUTE` statement implies dependence of every part of the result on the whole argument, while `MOVE` statement dependencies are similar to those of `REDEFINES`.

Arbitrary complexity of data structures and partial overlay during evaluation of dependencies lead to the conclusion that the basic items for the description of data flow should be all elementary memory locations produced by the intersection of overlayed data elements, rather than the syntactical concept of “variable” (see Figure 3). Nevertheless, for proper comprehension of such data flow representation, the user should be able to easily obtain information about the origin of a particular location with appropriate reference to the source code.
So, in this case, we also have two types of relationships: nesting and data dependencies. A floorplan is used to display the hierarchical data structure, and the data flow is shown as links between the most nested boxes corresponding to elementary fields.

### 2.3. Control visualization

The control structure of a program is a traditional candidate for being represented in the graphical form. Obviously, in this case the graphical representation is one of the most easily understandable. However, it also has a number of technical and methodological difficulties.

First of all, it requires more space than, say, the textual representation. The whole graph of a real program most probably won’t fit the screen size with sufficient details, so the user will have to scroll it back and forth without any guarantee of seeing the interesting parts of the graph all at once. Another problem is that the control flow graph for real programs may be very cumbersome and require complex layout algorithms, which may not be acceptable because of the interactive character of visualization. A compromise between the response time and quality of visualization should be found.

A significant simplification of the call graph may be achieved by introduction of a graph hierarchy. The natural two-level hierarchy for COBOL is a separate representation of the paragraph call graph (HCCallie) and control inside paragraph (HCParagraph). Following this approach, the user can see all details of control without losing the overall picture. Moreover, construction of the intra-paragraph control may be more efficient and simple due to better structuring (see Figure 4).

More generally, simplification of the graphical representation of the control flow may be achieved by using floorplans for inclusion of procedures and separate control graph for each procedure (see Figure 5).
Figure 4. HYPERCode. Intra-paragraph control flow graph

Figure 5. HYPERCode. Inter-paragraph control flow graph
2.4. Inter-program visualization

We have already mentioned that analysis of program components is only the beginning of understanding of a program system. At the next stage, the data and control flow between program modules should be understood. The preparation of information for visualization is essentially very similar to the process of linking separately compiled modules. Modules may be of different nature: programs, database table definitions, description of screen forms, etc. An important requirement is that information be collected and placed into the repository incrementally, while modules are analyzed one by one. The possibility to view and analyze incomplete information is even more important because quite often the system are either incomplete or not closed, since they may use system or third party components which are unavailable in the reengineering environment.

One should also keep in mind that, in general, the static program analysis can give only approximation of data flow. This happens, in particular, when SQL queries or screen forms are generated dynamically depending on the values of program variables. In such cases the system may require information from the user.

The user should have a possibility to change the level of consideration: from the analysis of interaction of program components to their internal structure, and, after navigation inside a program, back to the upper level, perhaps in a different place. In other words, it should be possible to hide certain levels of a floorplan and to lift relationships to the parents, and to promptly return the hidden when necessary. For example, on Figure 6 we see a call graph, and on the next picture (Figure 7) — the same graph and the content of the paragraph TTY1, preserving the general call context.

A similar approach can be used for the data flow, as well (see Figure 8). The grouping based on programs and procedures provides a natural hierarchy. Floorplans, together with the possibility to collapse boxes, significantly simplify the process of exploration of data flow by hiding the details which are not relevant to the current program.

\begin{figure}
\centering
\begin{tikzpicture}
\node (main) at (0,0) {MAINPARAGRAPH};
\node (maincalc) at (2,0) {MAINCALC};
\node (move) at (4,0) {MOVED};
\node (days) at (2,-2) {DAYS};
\node (tty2) at (4,-2) {TTY2};
\node (tty1) at (6,-2) {TTY1};
\draw [->] (main) -- (maincalc);
\draw [->] (maincalc) -- (move);
\draw [->] (maincalc) -- (days);
\draw [->] (move) -- (ttv2);
\draw [->] (days) -- (tty1);
\end{tikzpicture}
\caption{HYPERCode. Procedure call graph}
\end{figure}
3. Floorplans

A relationship between objects may be represented not only by edges but also by nesting of boxes. Figure 2 shows visualization of the contains-relationship: an arc between two boxes means that the second object is a part of the first one.

At the first step to representation of the same relationship by geometrical nesting, each node of the graph which has outgoing arcs becomes a group of related nodes. If a node has more than one incoming arc (i.e., the object belongs to several groups), it is copied — one copy per each incoming arc. As a result we obtain the nesting tree, and edges of this type are no longer explicitly specified in the xml-representation:

```xml
<graph>
  <groups>
    <group id="main#group">
      <box id="B1" minsize="5" minsize="5"/>
      <box id="B2" minsize="5" minsize="5"/>
      <box id="B3" minsize="25" minsize="5"/>
      <group id="G1">
        ...
      </group>
    </group>
  </groups>
</graph>
```
Now we need to find an optimal placement of elements of each group in the hierarchy such that the boxes should not overlap, the occupied space should be minimal, and the resulting rectangle should have the required proportions. This is a typical problem of the rectangle packing and its NP-completeness is proven, for example, in [3]. This problem was actively studied in the recent years in the context of VLSI design and is known as the problem of an optimal floorplan.

Our first layout algorithm is based on the model of so-called slicing floorplans described for the first time in [15]. This model treats the nesting tree as a scheme which determines the order of assembling rectangular elements with a specified height and width pair by pair. We used the algorithm generating a solution that does not require an iterative procedure improving its quality for the reasons of efficiency. The heuristics consisted in bottom-up traversal of the nesting tree in an attempt to generate a layout for each group independently with a minimal size and its aspect ratio close to 1.

The kernel of the algorithm is the procedure of placement of a set of rectangles. Since the sizes of the elements of the group are already known, we can sort them descending the maximal size of each rectangle, and then add them one by one to the placement.

At each step of the placement, the set of so-called control points is maintained. We try to place the next rectangle at each of the control points in two orientations — vertical and horizontal — and so to find an optimal placement. If the next rectangle is finally placed at the control point \( A \), it is replaced with two new control points \( B \) and \( C \) with the following coordinates:

\[
\begin{align*}
xB &= xA + w(R); \\
yB &= yA; \\
xC &= xA; \\
yC &= yA + h(R);
\end{align*}
\]

where \( xA \), \( yA \), \( xB \), \( yB \), \( xC \), and \( yC \) are the coordinates of control points and \( w(R) \) and \( h(R) \) are the width and height of the next rectangle according to the selected orientation.

When two blocks of different sizes are assembled, a new block that contains both of them appears, and some space is left unoccupied (Figure 9). Such space is called dead space. The result of the algorithm applied to data from Figure 1 is shown on Figure 10.
Theoretically the complexity of the algorithm is $O(n^2)$, where $n$ is the number of boxes. In practice the algorithm works fairly fast even for large samples, and can be used for interactive systems. The main flaw of this algorithm is a considerable dead space.

In order to solve the problem, another algorithm was developed utilizing the non-slicing floorplan model. A number of papers that describe data structures for the non-slicing floorplan placement appeared recently. Here are examples of such representations:

- sequence-pair,
- bounded slice line grid,
- O-tree,
• B*-tree,
• graph of transitive closures (TCG),
• corner block list,
• twin binary trees, etc.

More details on these representations and the corresponding placement algorithms can be found in [1].

The implemented approach is based on the combinatorial search in the set of configurations (or encodings) which are defined as a representation of non-slicing floorplans. Each representation is related to the rule of placement for a given configuration. A configuration is said to be feasible, if there exists a placement which corresponds to the configuration. Thus each configuration specifies a solution space. A placement is rated according to the space it covers. Since the exhaustive search would take too much time, heuristic methods, like simulated annealing or genetic algorithms, are used.

The following four requirements help us to perform the search in the solution space efficiently [13]:

1. The solution space that is encoded by the given representation is finite.
2. Each solution is satisfiable, i.e. there is a placement that corresponds to the given code.
3. The placement can be done in a polynomial time.
4. The code, which is evaluated to be the best for the given solution space, corresponds to one of optimal solutions.

A representation that satisfies all the four requirements is called P-admissible.

The reason of such a variety of representations is the fact that none of them satisfies all requirements to floorplans perfectly. Taking into account the restrictions of our particular task, and especially the interactive character of visualization, the LaySeq representation of floorplans [17] was chosen.

The main reason for the choice is that a floorplan for a given configuration can be generated in a linear time. Yet another advantage of the representation is a comparatively small number $O(n!)$ of generated configurations.

Although LaySeq does not satisfy the requirement of P-admissibility, since the best solution does not guarantee an optimal placement, experiments show that the results obtained with this placement are quite satisfactory from the practical point of view. Thus the main components of the realized placement algorithm are the following:

• the LaySeq representation that describes an acceptable set of configurations and allows us to select all possible configurations corresponding to the given representation;
• the rating function for the configuration quality (the space of the placement in the simplest case);
• the algorithm of generation of a floorplan for a given configuration;
• the procedure of generation of new configurations;
• the function that signals to stop when the best solution is found.

The genetic algorithm has been chosen to iterate over the set of configurations. Each solution in the process of the genetic algorithm is described by LaySeq data structure, which is a list of length \( n \) representing \( n \) blocks in the order determined at the previous phase of the procedure Figure 11.

The scheme of constructing a layout from the given sequence LaySeq is as follows:

**Step 0.** Creation of upper block list that contains the blocks already placed in the order of the longest side, if the side is not completely closed by blocks placed above. Initially the list is empty.

**Step 1.** Placement of blocks which forms the basis of a new block. While the specified number of blocks is not placed,

1) delete the next block from LaySeq;
2) place it to the right of the last placed block, so that the placement is \( \text{LB-compact} \);\(^2\)
3) Include the block into the upper block list in the position according to the block sizes.

---

\(^2\)A placement is called \( \text{L-compact} (\text{B-compact}) \) iff no block can be shifted left (down) when all other blocks are fixed. A placement is \( \text{LB-compact} \) if it is both \( \text{L-compact} \) and \( \text{B-compact} \). An example of \( \text{LB-compact} \) placement is shown on Figure 12.
**Step 2.** Place the first blocks and then make its horizontal size the width of the whole floorplan that will be maintained by the rest of the placement.

**Step 3.** While not all blocks are placed,

1) remove the next block from LaySeq;
2) place the current block on top of one of the already placed blocks to minimize the increase of the total height of the floorplan. That guarantees B-compactness of the new placement. Update the list of upper blocks and the list of neighbors for each block. The placement in the leftmost position over the selected block provides L-compactness of the placement.

**Step 4.** Compute the total vertical size of the floorplan.

The genetic algorithm is controlled by the following parameters:

- *the number of individual solutions* in a population;
- *the maximal number of generations*;
- *the maximal number of generations without evolution* (stagnation rate);
- *mutation rate of an individual solution*; this parameter defines the ability of a selected individuum to mute;
- *mutation rate of genes*; this parameter defines mutations that will be applied to a selected individuum;
- *level of reproductivity*; this parameter defines the number of descendents that will be generated by this population.

The algorithm consists of the following steps:

**Population initialization.** The step of initialization is performed only once, while all the rest are iterated until the solutions found are not improved any longer or the limit on the maximum of generation is reached.

A *number of individual solutions* is generated for creation of the initial population. The number should be large enough to cover most of solution space, but not excessively large for a reasonable computational time.

**Selection.** At each iteration the best individual solutions are selected. The number of selected solutions depends on the level of reproductivity. For example, if the level of reproductivity is 50%, then 50% of individual solutions is selected.
Crossover. When the selection is made, the individual solution are paired: the best with the second, the third with the fourth, etc. Each pair generates two offsprings, and the worst of parents are replaced with the best of descendants. It is done using a cost function computed during the placement of elements of this particular solution. The population has a constant number of members. During the descendants generation, the bounds of a subsequence of the sequence LaySeq are chosen randomly. Then the elements of the sequences Layseq1 and Layseq2 are transposed in the bounds of this subsequence. This transposition can produce duplicate descendants in these sequences, which does not correspond to a correct solution. For example, if we transpose the second and third elements in the sequences Layseq1=[1,2,3,4] and Layseq2=[2,3,4,1], then new descendants become the sequences [1,3,4,4] and [2,2,3,1]. Therefore, in spite of descendants, the generation correctness is checked. A modification is performed if needed.

Mutation. Random mutations are performed to keep a genetic variety and to avoid fast fall into a local minimum. First, by comparing the parameter mutation rate of individual solution with a random value, a decision on applicability of mutation to this particular individuum is made. Next, by comparing the parameter mutation rate of genes with a random value, a decision about a particular mutation is made. As mutations of individuals, the following modifications of the sequence LaySeq are used: movement of the first element of LaySeq to the end, rotation on 90° of one of the elements; change of BaseSizeNumber. The best solutions obtained by mutation are also kept.

For data described above this algorithm gives the following result (Figure 13).

4. Conclusion

In this work, we consider a graph editor BEDit which is currently used in a reengineering system. We discuss the use of hierarchies in a reengineering process. Finally, we consider two algorithms of graph placement that use a geometrical inclusion of objects.

The heuristic algorithm here described has the following properties:

1. The complexity of placement for the configuration LaySeq is $O(n)$.
2. The number of all possible configurations is $O(n!)$.
3. The representation describes a floorplan independently from the block sizes. This allows us to use this representation for further optimizations if the size of the block may vary.
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4. This visualization is much better with respect to the occupied space, as compared to another one based on Sugiyama algorithm.

5. Since visualization of nesting does not exploit edges, it gives us more freedom to use edges for other relationships with less crossing.
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